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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to compare the kinematic and kinetic differences between different 

strength and conditioning exercises and baseball throws. Medicine ball exercises and 

countermovement jump (CMJ) assessments are common within training programs for rotational 

sports, including baseball. Three-dimensional (3D) biomechanical analyses were performed on 

collegiate baseball players (n=35) during rotational medicine ball exercises and maximum effort 

baseball throws. Potential differences between force plate variables from the jump assessments 

and kinetics during throwing were assessed using univariate regressions with 95% confidence 

intervals. Kinematic and kinetic variables between rotational medicine ball exercises and baseball 

throwing were investigated at discrete time points and for continuous time data. The discrete 

metrics were compared using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey tests. The 

continuous time signals were assessed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM), specifically 

with ANOVA and two-way T-tests. 

 

No relationships were found between the CMJ assessment variables and kinetic values during 

throwing, suggesting a lack of specificity and transfer between the activities. The athletes 

generated less peak lead leg GRF during medicine ball exercises compared to throws (32% and 

62% for push and chop trials, respectively) (p<0.001). Many other kinematic and kinetic 

variables of interest were significantly different between the different trial types of medicine ball 

exercises and throws. Chop trials had the most lead knee flexion angle at FP (p=0.021) and at 

MER (p<0.001). Throw trials had the greatest lead knee flexion angle at BR (p<0.001). Push 

trials had the fastest lead knee flexion angular velocity at MER (p<0.001) and at BR (p<0.001). 

Throw trials had the longest stride lengths (p<0.001). Position groups were significantly different 

for lead leg GRF max (p=0.020) and stride length (p=0.018). Left-handed throwers had 

significantly greater lead leg GRF max values (p=0.040) than their right-handed counterparts. 

The time continuous comparisons showed significant differences between the medicine ball 
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exercises and throws as well. The drive leg GRF values peaked around the same values at 

different times between PKH and FP (p<0.001), Throw trials had the greatest lead leg GRF with 

chop trials generating the least (p<0.001). Chop trials began with the greatest lead knee flexion 

angle at FP and throw trials ended with the most at BR (p=0.023). These differences between 

discrete and continuous time variables suggest the medicine ball exercises used in this study can 

be used to train baseball players. Each medicine ball rotational exercise showed practical training 

applications for athletes. These applications are dependent upon the targeted set of kinetic or 

kinematic deficiencies in the throwing motion.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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1.1. Throwing in Baseball 

Introduction 

Overhead throwing in baseball is a complex action that consists of a specific sequence of 

movements and rotations in order to throw the ball at high velocities [1]. These movements 

transfer energy up from the ground through the body and into the baseball. Efficiency in physics 

is the ratio of useful energy transferred to the total amount of energy supplied [2]. In a baseball 

throwing context, efficiency can be thought of as maximizing the output of rotational speeds and 

ball speed from the input of force and transfer of energy through the body. Ideally, this sequence 

of movements during the throw creates an efficient transfer of energy from the lower extremities 

to the upper extremities and into the ball. Shoulder internal rotation speeds can reach up to 6,500-

7,250 °/s [1, 3]. Less efficient kinematics can lead to increased fatigue [4, 5]. A combination of 

inefficiency and increased fatigue can cause increased joint kinetic values [6] and an increased 

risk of injury [7, 8, 4, 5]. 

 

1.2. The Phases of the Throwing Motion in Baseball 

Different body segments create the major movements of each throwing phase: wind up, early 

cocking, late cocking, acceleration, deceleration, and follow through (Figure 1). These phases are 

very similar regardless of position on the field. Position players will typically have a different 

windup phase based on their position and the context of the play within the game. The rest of the 

throwing phases are very similar to pitching. No matter what type of throw is made, the 

synchronous action of body segments allows for maximum efficiency of the kinetic chain [6]. 
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Figure 1: Pitching phases and key events in the throwing motion [9]. 

 

Wind Up 

The wind up is how the athlete sets up the body for a throw. For position players, the wind up 

could range from a crow hop or a few shuffles or a jump to nothing more than planting their back 

foot and beginning the next phase. The drive leg is the leg that stays on the ground or rubber 

during the leg lift and stride, and the lead leg is the leg that is lifted and strides towards home 

plate. These distinctions between legs remain the same regardless of the athlete’s throwing 

handedness. For example, a right-handed thrower will have their right leg as the drive leg and left 

leg as the lead leg. The opposite will be true for a left-handed pitcher. These terms to distinguish 

between the legs of the athlete will appear throughout this study. Pitchers begin the wind up by 

lifting their lead leg, striding out, and pulling their throwing hand and glove hand apart. The 

moment of hand separation is known as hand break and typically occurs right around peak lead 

knee height (PHK). The wind up phase ends at PKH. 

 

Stride and Early Cocking 

Most of the movement in the stride occurs as the lower extremities raise the center of mass and 

begin moving it forward towards the target. Two main stride strategies exist: “tall and fall” and 
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“drop and drive” [10, 11]. The “tall and fall” method occurs with a stiff and nearly straight drive 

leg. This leg was thought to remain passive for much of the stride phase with the trunk and upper 

extremities providing most of the power for the pitch [11]. It also was theorized to allow a pitcher 

to input more force as they moved towards the target [12]. The “drop and drive” method requires 

much more drive leg knee flexion to lower the body over the foot of the drive leg. This method 

was thought to be much more active in pushing or “driving” off the pitching rubber towards home 

plate [10]. However, it has been shown “tall and fall” pitchers have lower drive leg impulse of 

GRF and lower maximum drive leg GRF [13], and that pitchers who create larger GRFs tend to 

have higher pitch velocity [14]. 

 

During early cocking, the throwing arm typically achieves 10° to 20° of horizontal abduction and 

raises to 90° of abduction [6]. Elbow flexion should achieve an angle of 90° by foot plant (FP). 

The shoulder also begins to externally rotate and flip the throwing arm up into a semi-cocked 

position [15] with 60° ± 25° of external rotation [2]. The pelvis also reaches its maximum angular 

velocity, which can range from 400°/s to 700°s [2, 16]. The trunk achieves an upright position at 

FP with small angles of forward, backward, or lateral tilt [17]. The end of the early cocking and 

stride phase is FP. 

 

If the torso begins moving forward too early, force generation can be reduced, and the kinetic 

chain will not have maximized efficiency [6]. Moving the trunk forward early can also cause 

greater force on the throwing shoulder during high velocity throws [9, 18]. As the arm lags 

behind the trunk, the arm gets into a compromised position with excessive abduction and external 

rotation [18]. This position increases compressive loads on the posterior side of the shoulder, 

including the labrum [18]. Since the shoulder relies on surrounding musculature and body 

positioning to stop excessive joint translation during the overhead throwing motion [18], force on 

the shoulder joint will increase as the trunk begins to tilt forward and rotate open towards home 
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plate early. This motion causes the kinetic chain to be broken, and the less efficient movements 

that follow cause additional force to the shoulder [6]. 

 

Late Cocking 

Late cocking begins at FP when the throwing arm externally rotates into its “layback” phase. 

Horizontal abduction decreases during late cocking and typically transitions to horizontal 

adduction towards the end of this phase. Shoulder abduction and elbow flexion should both 

remain relatively constant near 90°. The pelvis should complete its rotation during this phase, and 

the trunk begins to tilt forward and laterally to create velocity and the desired arm slot for the 

throw or pitch, respectively [6]. This phase ends at maximum shoulder external rotation (MER), 

which is typically around 170° to 180° in adolescent and adult pitchers [19]. 

 

The teres minor and infraspinatus muscles are active and allow the shoulder to externally rotate 

during late cocking [20, 21]. Maximum shoulder internal rotation torque occurs just before MER 

[17]. Maximum valgus torque in the elbow also occurs at or near MER [22]. In response to this 

valgus torque, the flexor and pronator muscles in the forearm contract to create a varus torque 

[23]. Additionally, all the rotator cuff muscles work simultaneously to create a compressive force 

of 550-770 N [16, 19, 23] to resist the shoulder distraction from the trunk [23]. All these forces 

and torque happen during late cocking due to the positions and rotational velocities of the trunk 

and arm, but proper timing of these motions and adequate shoulder external rotation allow these 

forces and torques to occur over a longer time and distance [24]. 

 

Arm Acceleration 

Arm acceleration occurs between MER and ball release (BR). Energy transfers from the trunk 

into the throwing arm and baseball. The trunk continues to tilt forward and laterally as the arm 

internally rotates from MER to BR. Horizontal adduction increases, but shoulder abduction 
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should remain relatively constant near 90°. Elbow flexion decreases from 90° at MER to roughly 

20° to 40° as energy is transferred from the upper arm to the lower arm and baseball. 

 

The major muscles involved in the internal rotation of the humerus into BR are the pectoralis 

major and latissimus dorsi [21]. This rapid internal rotation can reach speeds of 6,500-7,250 °/s 

[1, 4] and generate forces up to 185% of the muscles’ maximum strength tests [21]. Elbow 

flexion torque reaches its maximum value of roughly 61 N*m just before BR [23]. 

 

Arm Deceleration 

Arm deceleration is the most violent phase of the throwing motion and occurs between BR and 

maximum shoulder internal rotation. Shoulder abduction typically increases to around 100°, and 

horizontal adduction increases to roughly 35°. Muscle contractions around the shoulder and in the 

arm slow down arm rotation and dissipate energy from the arm after BR [19]. The shoulder 

undergoes a high compressive force that exceeds 100% of the thrower’s body weight (BW) to 

resist shoulder distraction [15, 19]. Posterior forces of up to 400 N and inferior shear forces of up 

to 300 N occur during the deceleration phase [15, 19, 23, 25, 26]. Similarly, shoulder adduction 

torque is well above resting ranges [15, 19, 23, 25, 26]. The main muscles aiding in withstanding 

and dissipating these forces and torques through the acceleration and deceleration phases are the 

posterior shoulder muscles [20, 21]. 

 

Follow Through 

Follow through is the final phase of the throwing motion and lasts until the thrower’s body stops 

and rebalances. The loads on the shoulder and elbow joints massively decrease, and the 

previously mentioned muscles stop firing above resting levels [19]. The reduced loads and forces 

on the body during this phase make it unlikely for injury to occur [6]. 
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1.3. The Modern Velocity Development Mindset 

Athletes’ bodies must generate force through the ground to propel their delivery, and their upper 

extremities must withstand the ensuing forces and torques of the overhead throwing motion. 

Therefore, athletes must train their bodies properly to perform and mitigate injury risk. Without 

proper training, an athlete has a much greater risk of injury [27, 28, 29], and time spent injured is 

time not spent training to improve one’s skills. Training methodologies for helping athletes 

improve their ability to throw a baseball with higher velocity vary dramatically between coaches. 

One of the main areas of focus is strength and conditioning [30, 31, 32]. Some coaches and 

individuals have attempted to create checklists of different general strength thresholds to be able 

to throw at a certain speed [33]. These criteria include minimum recommended body weight, 

deadlift strength, reverse lunge strength, chip-up strength, power output, lead leg internal rotation 

ROM, core control, core strength, core stability, and long toss distance [33, 34, 35]. Other 

coaches train their athletes to maximize rotational power through exercises that develop similar 

movements to the rotational pattern of throwing a baseball [35, 36]. Medicine ball rotational 

exercises are common in strength programming and have been shown to impact rotational 

strength, rotational power, and pitch velocity [36, 37, 38]. Unfortunately, achieving a certain 

strength threshold or throwing a medicine ball at a certain speed does not always guarantee an 

athlete will achieve their desired velocity or performance. This illustrates a disconnect between 

the strength, power, and force production capabilities of an athlete and their proficiency in sport 

specific activities. 

 

1.4. Review of Literature 

Introduction 

The lower extremities and trunk generate most of the force used in the delivery and begin the 

transfer of energy from the lead leg and up through the kinetic chain [6, 39]. Therefore, properly 
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training the lower body to create and transfer force efficiently should be a priority in both 

rotational sports and throwing sports, such as baseball. 

 

Age and Competition Level’s Effect on Motor Skills, Coordination, and Performance 

As athletes move beyond their major growth spurt in adolescence and become more physically 

mature, their motor skills and coordination improve [40, 41]. This also tends to continue in 

physically active adults who participate in athletic activities. Additionally, athletes’ bodies 

become more physically able to handle athletic performance [42]. Motor skills, coordination, and 

sports performance also increase over time and with more time involved [43, 44]. Increases in 

competition level are also associated with improved coordination and motor skills [45]. 

 

Ground Reaction Forces and Pitching 

The only external force available during the throwing motion is ground reaction force (GRF), and 

it has been shown to be an important factor in the delivery, especially for creating velocity [46]. 

The amount of force generated by the drive leg creates rotational energy and forward momentum 

of the body. The lead leg generates a braking force after FP, which is the mechanism of stopping 

the forward move by the drive leg and transferring energy up to the rest of the body [4]. General 

profiles of GRF curves for both legs have been characterized for high school and college pitchers 

[10, 47]. The GRF values can be easily broken down into their components or analyzed as the 

resultant GRF vector. The GRF components are as follows: Fx (force in the X direction in 

between home plate and 2nd base), Fy (force in the Y direction in between 1st base and 3rd base), 

and Fz (force in the vertical direction). GRF values are typically normalized by the athlete’s BW 

and reported as %BW with 1.0 %BW meaning 100% of the athlete’s BW. In general, as the age, 

motor skills, coordination, and/or skill level of baseball players increases [2, 48], so do their GRF 

magnitudes during throwing. These GRF values typically scale with body mass between high 

school and college [49]. 
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Previous literature has not shown consistent results on how GRF values in the lower extremities 

impact pitch velocity at different age levels [10, 49, 50]. For youth pitchers, lead leg GRF was 

shown to have a significant impact on energy flow into the arm as well as pitch velocity [51]. 

High school pitchers showed weak correlations between peak resultant force and pitch velocity, 

as well as vertical force and resultant force at the time of peak anterior force with pitch velocity 

[52]. Some studies have demonstrated that for collegiate pitchers, higher velocity groups generate 

greater GRF resultant magnitudes, Fx (braking force), or Fy (vertical force) values than their 

lower velocity counterparts [50, 53]. While others have shown a significant impact of GRF on 

pitch velocity and differing kinematics for certain types of pitching mechanics in college pitchers 

[13, 54]. Another study demonstrated that GRF had no impact on pitch velocity for adult pitchers 

55]. Additionally, previous research suggests that pitchers with higher velocities can generate 

more momentum through the drive leg GRF and kinematics [50, 56]. 

 

Implicit Learning 

The medicine ball exercises used in this study can be implemented into strength and conditioning 

programs based on their application to deficiencies in the throwing motion. These exercises can 

create an environment of implicit learning, which is the process of learning a complex concept or 

movement without actively trying to do so [113]. The goal of the exercise can be to improve one 

of the variables of interest in this study without directly telling the athlete which variable. 

Through the process of performing the exercises, the athlete will implicitly learn how to change 

the specific kinematic or kinetic variable. This learning method has been shown to increase 

performance in tasks across a variety of different settings and conditions: psychological stress 

[114, 115, 116], fatigue [117, 118], multi-tasking [119, 120], and over prolonged periods [117]. 

At some point in the process of teaching the new way of movement, a coach will have to step in 

and provide some form of explicit teaching [113]. Combining these methods allows for a 
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streamlined approach to athletic improvements without the athlete aimlessly performing an 

exercise for which they may not understand the purpose. The goal is to have the athletes 

unconsciously change a kinematic or kinetic variable through performing the selected exercise. 

 

Strength and Conditioning in Sports 

The effects of strength and conditioning training on different athletic movements have been 

previously studied in various contexts, including jump landing [57, 58], distance running [59], 

football kicking [60], soccer kicking [61], tennis serving [62], tennis groundstrokes [63], and 

baseball throwing [36, 64], to name a few. Parsons et al. [57] studied “The Effect of Strength 

Training on Jump-Landing Biomechanics of Young Female Athletes” with the variable of interest 

being an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury risk score called Landing Error Scoring System 

(LESS). Their intervention group completed a lower extremity strengthening program, while the 

control group completed an upper extremity strengthening program. Both groups trained two (2) 

days each week for twelve (12) weeks. They found no significant difference in LESS scores 

between their intervention and control groups [57]. However, Herman et al. [58] performed a 

similar study and found different results. Their strength-training group went through a middle 

school physical education strength program, while their control group participants were matched 

individuals who did not go through a physical education strength program. They found that their 

strength training group significantly improved jump-landing biomechanics based on decreased 

LESS scores compared to the control group [58]. 

 

Concurrent strength and endurance training has been shown to improve distance runners’ ability 

to generate force via the ankle plantar flexors, quadriceps, hamstrings, and gluteal muscles [59]. 

However, there was no evidence that these adaptations had any transfer over to sport specific 

movements, distance running in this case [59]. Quadriceps strength has been correlated with ball 

speed in a maximum effort soccer kick for an unskilled group of participants, but the correlation 
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failed to reach a significant value for the skilled group [61]. This suggests that a certain skill 

threshold exists under which lower extremity strength plays a significant role in performance. 

Above this threshold, other factors have a more significant impact on kick velocity than lower 

extremity strength. While these results cannot be directly extrapolated to match the context of this 

study concerning medicine ball exercises and baseball throwing, the concept is worthy of 

exploration. Some studies have shown increases in lower limb strength and maximum kick 

velocity following strength training programs [65, 66, 67]. Other studies did not demonstrate any 

transfer of the strength training program to the kicking performance [68, 69, 70]. Not all strength 

training methodologies transfer over to sport specific movements, but loaded kicks were 

recommended due to the high specificity of their movement pattern [60]. 

 

Strength and Conditioning in Overhead Sports - Tennis 

Many movements in tennis resemble actions in baseball. The serve is an overhead rotational 

movement that biomechanically resembles the pitching motion. The racket arm has a similar 

cocking method via shoulder horizontal abduction and shoulder abduction and begins 

acceleration by decreasing horizontal abduction of the shoulder and increasing external rotation 

[71]. Shoulder external rotation angles reach very similar angles of around 165°-170° and internal 

rotation torques have been shown to be roughly equal between tennis serves and pitching in 

baseball [23, 71]. Other kinetic variables such as elbow varus torque at MER and peak shoulder 

compressive proximal forces have been reported as similar or even greater for tennis serves 

compared to pitching in baseball [23, 71]. Tennis players also create lateral trunk tilt during trunk 

rotation, as pitchers do in their delivery [72]. Finally, tennis players pronate their racket arm and 

internally rotate their shoulder through ball contact and into arm deceleration and follow through, 

as pitchers do through BR [14]. Studies on different types of shots in tennis investigate some of 

the major movements in overhead rotational sports: knee flexion, knee extension, pelvis rotation, 

trunk rotation, and shoulder rotation [62, 63]. These studies recommended strength and power 
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development through medicine ball exercises, and core strengthening in all three (3) planes of 

motion: sagittal, coronal (frontal), and transverse [62]. The medicine ball exercises mimicked the 

movements of the serve and groundstrokes. These exercises included a medicine ball squat thrust 

(Figure 2), in which the athlete squats down, extends, and jumps while releasing the medicine ball 

directly vertically. 

 

 

Figure 2: medicine ball squat thrust (A) squat, (B) extend, and (C) jump and release [62]. 

 

Another recommended exercise was a seated medicine ball rotation (Figure 3). The athlete was 

sitting down with their trunk counter-rotated away from the target, which was in front of them, 

and then rotated to throw the medicine ball [62]. 
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Figure 3: Seated rotational medicine ball rotational throw [62]. 

 

An open stance medicine ball throw was also prescribed to tennis players (Figure 4). This 

exercise consists of standing slightly open to the target and rotating mainly from the trunk and 

hips to throw the medicine ball across the body to the target [63]. 

 

 

Figure 4: Open stance medicine ball throw [63]. 

 

Among these medicine ball throws were other core strengthening exercises in all three (3) planes 

of motion; namely, side planks, cable rotations, Palloff presses, and sit-ups. 
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Strength and Conditioning in Overhead Sports - Baseball 

According to Toyoshima et al. [73], 46.9% of pitch velocity can be explained by the lower 

extremities, the stride, and body rotation [73]. The remaining 53.1% of pitch velocity can be 

attributed to the arm action [73]. These results suggest that general strength training and 

rotational strength training are extremely important for maximizing throwing performance and 

efficiency. General resistance training has been shown to be beneficial for increasing pitch 

velocity in high school and college athletes [36, 74]. Both studies demonstrated significant 

increases in pitch velocity following resistance training programs for at least 8 weeks. 

 

Medicine ball exercises have also been studied in the context of baseball previously [36, 64], and 

the relationship between medicine ball throws has been connected to baseball specific activities 

[75]. One study demonstrated significant correlations between rotational medicine ball throw 

velocity and bat speed, batted ball velocity, and pitch velocity [75]. However, the transferability 

of the movements to baseball throwing is unclear. Torso rotational strength has been shown to 

increase more for high school baseball players following a program with additional rotational and 

full body medicine ball exercises compared to a control group [76]. Similarly, the increases in 

standing medicine ball rotational throw distance were statistically significant between groups 

[76]. However, no studies have compared the kinematic and kinetic differences between medicine 

ball exercises and baseball throwing. 

 

The reasoning for Choosing the Rotational Medicine Ball Exercises in this Study 

Some of the most similar exercises in terms of rotational power, force production, and high 

specificity are medicine ball throws [37]. These exercises produce tri-planar motions with similar 

rotational and ballistic properties compared to an overhead baseball throw. Previous research on 

medicine ball exercises in baseball has focused on the velocity of medicine ball throws [36, 37]. 
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Few research studies have focused on the GRF produced during these exercises, and even fewer 

have focused on unilateral GRF. 

 

The rotational plane of a medicine ball rotational chop, which contains sizeable both vertical and 

horizontal components, more closely mimics a baseball throw than a medicine ball rotational 

push, which has nearly all its rotational plane in the horizontal direction. Both exercises are 

explained in more detail and depicted with corresponding figures in chapter 2. Both exercises and 

throwing in baseball share many similarities. The push and chop were specifically chosen due to 

these similarities to throwing as well as the fact that they were programmed into the Wake Forest 

baseball strength and conditioning program for all the study participants. Since the athletes were 

all familiar with the motions, any type of experience level bias with these exercises should have 

been minimized or eliminated. 

 

Weighted Balls in Baseball 

Multiple studies exist on the effects of weighted balls on pitching [74, 77, 78]. These studies 

looked at how implementing a weighted ball program over time affects pitch velocity, passive 

range of motion, throwing arm kinematics, joint kinetics, and other variables of interest. Studies 

have shown how implementing slightly underloaded and overloaded baseballs into training can 

increase pitch velocity [79, 80, 81]. Some studies have even demonstrated similar effects using 

baseball of various weights without increasing injury risk [82, 83]. The major kinematic effects of 

using underloaded and overloaded baseballs are increased passive internal shoulder range of 

motion (ROM), increased elbow extension velocity, and increased shoulder internal rotational 

velocity [78, 84]. The use of weighted balls resembles the pitching motion more closely than 

medicine ball exercises or resistance training. Weighted ball throwing programs are another 

example of changing implements to increase pitching velocity and efficiency. 
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Force Plates in Clinical and Sports Settings 

In the late 1970s, force plates were first implemented in clinical settings and biomechanics labs. 

The first labs instrumented with force plates were meant to analyze gait patterns [85]. Since then, 

force plates have become much more commonplace in the clinical lab and the world of sports [86, 

87, 88, 89]. Most recently, portable force plates are being used to evaluate sports performance 

and assess injury risk [90, 91, 92, 93]. However, some recent studies warn about the validity of 

certain metrics coming from these portable force plates [92, 93]. Potential issues can come from 

the surface underneath the plates and with the reliability of the data within and across subjects. 

On the other hand, permanent force plates are considered the gold standard for measuring GRFs, 

especially in sports. 

 

Both permanent and portable force plates have been used to evaluate sports performance and 

predict injury risks in a variety of ways. Jump testing is a very common application [87, 92, 94]. 

Various jump tests include a standing vertical leap, vertical leap with a running start, 

countermovement jump (CMJ), akimbo CMJ (CMJ with the athlete’s hands placed on their hips 

while they lower their body and through the entirety of the jump), reactive strength index (RSI), 

etc. [87, 92, 94]. These studies investigated variables like jump height, maximum power output, 

countermovement depth, peak force, and peak rate of force development to gain insights into 

areas for improvement, flags for injury risk, and signs of high-performance ability. These 

variables are calculated both bilaterally and unilaterally with the former used more for sports 

performance [92, 94] and the latter used more for injury risk [87, 95, 96]. 

 

Similarly, force plates have been implemented in baseball biomechanics labs for similar reasons. 

Some studies have investigated characteristic GRF during hitting in baseball [97, 98, 99], but 

most baseball research with force plates has studied pitching. Topics of pitching research with 

force plates include characterizing standard GRF patterns in pitchers [10, 47, 53], GRF and 
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segmental energy flow [51], and the relationship between GRF and pitch velocity [49, 52, 55]. 

This study aimed to investigate GRF in a different way to compare strength and conditioning 

exercises to sport specific movements, specifically throwing. 

 

Sparta Science (Menlo Park, California) is a company that sells equipment and movement tests to 

assess athletic performance and injury risk. They use machine learning techniques to assign 

individualized athlete performance scores, injury risk evaluations, and rehabilitation suggestions. 

The Wake Forest University baseball team has access to a Sparta Science system and utilizes the 

Sparta Jump Scan in their strength and conditioning protocols. This system was used to evaluate 

injury risk and areas for athletic improvement throughout the off-season. Data from these tests 

were used in this study to quantify force production, power output, and other lower extremity 

strength variables in a general athletic setting. 

 

Discrete and Continuous Time Data 

Discrete time data allows for insights at specific time points and/or events. In biomechanics, these 

metrics can illustrate peak values during a motion, like maximum GRF values, or average values 

at a certain moment in time, like joint angles at FP, MER, or BR. Discrete metrics create a 

snapshot of the kinematics or kinetics. Continuous time data allows for insights over different 

time intervals. The path that a variable took to reach or decline from its peak value is valuable 

information. Variations and changes between different time events also adds to the evaluation of 

the biomechanics variables of interest. Combining both types of data gives greater context to the 

variables and can produce results that would be overlooked otherwise. 

 

1.5. Significance and Purpose of this Study 

This study aimed to 1) demonstrate how kinematic and kinetic variables in both legs compared 

between throws and medicine ball exercises for college baseball players. Another area of interest 
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was to 2) investigate specific performance and training applications for overhead throwing in 

baseball. While the majority of existing baseball biomechanics research focuses on reducing 

injury risk by decreasing shoulder and elbow joint kinetics, among other things, a relative lack of 

research exists that explores possible training methodologies to increase performance.  

 

The main purpose of this study was to 1) investigate the relationships between force production in 

different strength and conditioning settings compared to maximum effort baseball throws. Force 

production is just one of many variables associated with pitch velocity and increased 

performance. Ground force production creates more available energy to transfer to the baseball 

through the kinetic chain. Understanding athletes’ abilities to create GRF will give insights into 

how their capabilities may or may not translate to sport specific application of said forces. 

Exploring the differences between more general athletic settings like jump testing and medicine 

ball rotational exercises compared to the throwing motion will help 2) identify where deficiencies 

exist in the training of athletes. From these deficiencies, 3) more individualized and applicable 

training methods can be prescribed to athletes to improve general physical capabilities and their 

performance while throwing. 

 

Chapter 1 of this study was used to explain the background of the topics of study and discussion. 

The baseball throwing motion is complex, and research studies have investigated many different 

aspects of it. A wide variety of strength and conditioning methods and exercises exist depending 

on the athletic goal. Research into medicine ball exercises, specifically for rotational overhead 

sports, supports their use in baseball. Measurement tools such as force plates have become more 

commonplace, accurate, reliable, and even portable. These devices are commonly used to 

determine areas for increased sports performance and flag increased injury risk. 
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The methods of this study are explained in detail in chapter 2. Motion capture, as the method is 

commonly referred to, was used to collect biomechanical data on athletes in two distinct settings: 

baseball throwing and rotational medicine ball exercises. The athletes also performed a jump 

assessment as part of their standard strength and conditioning programming. These data were 

used for the analysis and results of this study. 

 

In chapter 3 of this study, the results of the statistical tests were reported for the jump assessment, 

throwing motion analysis, and medicine ball motion analysis. The force data from the jump 

assessment was compared to force data from throwing to explore how general athletic ability 

compared to baseball throwing. Then, the medicine ball exercises were compared to baseball 

throwing. The kinematic and kinetic differences were explored between these activities. The 

rotational medicine ball exercises are different than the previously explained tennis exercises and 

are detailed in chapter 2. The exercises selected for this study have many similar movement 

patterns to throwing in baseball. 

 

Chapter 4 of this study expands on the results of the statistical tests. One of the main goals of this 

study was to identify ways to improve sport specific performance through more general training 

methods. Investigating the relationships between the jump assessment and medicine ball exercises 

to baseball throwing can reveal ways in which current training methods succeed and fall short. 

From the results of this study, coaches should be able to practically modify strength and 

conditioning programming to increase athlete performance. 
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Chapter 2: Study Design and Methods 
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2.1. Study Design 

This was a cross-sectional study approved by the University’s Institutional Review Board. 

Healthy collegiate baseball players (n=40) were recruited from the NCAA Division 1 (D1) Wake 

Forest University baseball team. All players on the Wake Forest baseball team were informed of 

the study and individually asked to participate. All participants were asked to read and sign an 

informed consent form detailing the study’s procedures. One participant, who was under the age 

of 18 at the time of data collection, provided parental consent along with his own assent. Subjects 

were asked to participate if they met the following inclusion criteria: collegiate baseball player, 

currently pain free during activity, and currently participating in all practices and games. Subjects 

were excluded if they did not meet the inclusion criteria or if they had a history of lower 

extremity surgery. The exclusion criteria prohibited 5 potential subjects from participating, so 

data were collected for 35 baseball players. Players were either exclusively position players 

(n=16) or exclusively pitchers (n=19) and either right-handed (n=28) or left-handed (n=7). These 

participants were 19.7 ± 1.5 years old, 186 ± 6 cm tall, and had a mass of 92.8 ± 8. kg. 

 

2.2. Motion Capture Methods 

Three-dimensional (3D) biomechanical analyses were performed on Wake Forest University 

varsity baseball players (n=35). All evaluations were performed in the Wake Forest Pitching Lab 

(Winston-Salem, NC, USA) under the same conditions. 3D motion data were collected using the 

41 retro-reflective marker set required for PitchTrak [100], and a 16-camera motion analysis 

system (Qualisys AB, Göteborg, Sweden). Motion data were collected at 400 Hz. GRFs were 

collected with three multicomponent force plates (AMTI, Watertown, Massachusetts) embedded 

in the Perfect Mound (Porta-Pro Mounds Inc, Sauget, Illinois) which was created to MLB 

specifications. Force plate data were collected at 1600 Hz. Athletes were allowed to wear 

whatever footwear they preferred, including their metal cleats. 
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Athletes performed a warm up of their own choice prior to evaluation. They were instructed to 

complete a warm up that resembled preparing for competing in a baseball game. These warm ups 

consisted of the following: foam rolling, static stretching, dynamic stretching, elastic band 

exercises (Jaeger J-Bands, Jaeger Sports, Los Angeles, CA, USA) exercises, and plyocare ball 

throws. These exercises were performed until the subject was ready and comfortable with 

beginning to throw a baseball. After the athlete completed their warm up, they played catch to get 

prepared for high intensity throwing or pitching, depending on their primary position on the field. 

Once the athlete felt ready to throw at high intensity, they had forty-one (41) retroreflective 

markers placed on specific anatomical landmarks (Figure 5). Once all the markers were placed on 

the athlete, they were allowed to throw additional warm up throws from the mound until they felt 

prepared to perform. Once the participant acknowledged their readiness, data were collected on 

the following throws. 

 

 

Figure 5: PitchTrak Marker Set [100]. 

 

Baseball Throwing 
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Athletes then threw to a target at a regulation distance (18.4 m or 60 feet and 6 inches). At least 

three (3) pitches of each pitch type were recorded for players who were pitchers as their primary 

position. At least five (5) throws were recorded for players who were position players as their 

primary position. All pitches and throws were performed on the instrumented pitching mound 

regardless of the player’s primary position. 

 

Rotational Medicine Ball Exercises 

Immediately following a subject’s throwing evaluation, they also performed the medicine ball 

exercises on the instrumented pitching mound. All medicine ball exercises were performed with a 

3.63 kg (8 lbs) Dynamax ball (Dynamax, RFE International, Milton Keynes, UK). This specific 

ball weight was chosen to most closely resemble the strength and conditioning training 

environment that the subjects were accustomed to. Since the 3.63 kg (8 lbs) medicine ball was 

programmed into the Wake Forest baseball lifting routine, it was the exact same implement that 

the subject used regularly in the weight room. The technique for both medicine ball exercises 

used in this study was provided and approved by the Wake Forest baseball pitching coach and 

strength and conditioning coach. 

 

The first medicine ball exercise was a rotational push (Figure 6). The athletes started in front of 

the pitching rubber, similar to before throwing a pitch. From there, they took a stride down the 

mound and pushed the medicine ball forward towards home plate. At least five (5) of these 

pushes were recorded for all participants. 
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Figure 6: Rotational medicine ball push. 

 

The second medicine ball exercise was an overhead chop (Figure 7). The athletes started in front 

of the pitching rubber, similar to before throwing a pitch. From there, they took a stride down the 

mound and moved the medicine ball over their head before slamming it down on the ground in 

front of the mound. At least five (5) of these chops were recorded for all participants. After both 

types of medicine ball exercises were completed, the motion analysis evaluations were complete. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Overhead medicine ball chop. 
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2.3. Countermovement Jump Assessment 

The CMJ was part of a larger assessment called the Sparta jump Scan. These assessments were 

performed within ten (10) days of the motion capture evaluation. All Sparta scans were directed 

by Mark Seaver, the strength and conditioning coach for the Wake Forest University baseball 

team. These scans were a regular part of the baseball team’s training programming and were 

performed at least bi-weekly. Only data from the session that was recorded on the nearest date to 

the athlete’s motion capture evaluation were used for this study. Similarly, only data from the 

CMJ portion of this assessment were used. The sessions used for this study were at least 2 months 

into the fall semester, so all participants were accustomed to the assessment protocol [101]. 

 

Sparta jump tests begin with a standard, recommended dynamic warm up: lateral lunge (x5 each 

side), reverse lunge (x5 each side), good mornings x10, pogo jumps x10, squat jumps x10, tuck 

jumps x10, pogo jumps x10, squat jumps x10, and tuck jumps x10 [102]. Following the dynamic 

warm up, the athletes were weighed on the force plates and the automated Sparta program began. 

All tests were standardized, and the automated program walked through each one in the exact 

same fashion. 

 

The first test was a CMJ test. The athletes’ arms were free to move during this test. The 

participant started by standing on the force plates. The program instructed the athlete to load up, 

which is done by simultaneously flexing the knees and the hips. This was followed by a slight 

pause. Then the athlete was instructed to jump as high as possible in a directly vertical path and 

land back on the force plates [103] (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Countermovement Jump. 

 

The next test was a balance test, which was not utilized in this study. The Sparta jump scan was 

complete when the subjects had repeated both tests until they had completed a total of four (4) 

CMJ tests and two (2) balance tests on each leg. The exact tempo and rest time between each test 

was standardized by the Sparta Jump program and the same for each athlete. 

 

2.4. Data Processing 

Motion capture trials were cleaned within the Qualisys Track Manager software (Qualisys AB, 

Göteborg, Sweden). 3.63 kg (8 lbs) were added to the body mass of the subjects for all medicine 

ball exercises trials to account for the added mass of the medicine in the model. 0.142 kg (5 oz) 

were added to the pitching hand mass for all throwing trials to account for the mass of the 

baseball in the model. The data cleaning process consisted of filling gaps between the periods 

when markers were recognized by the cameras. The preferred method of filling gaps was based 

on relationships with other marker locations on the same or adjacent segment. When a relational 

fill was not possible, then a polynomial fill was used. Each trial was cleaned so that every marker 

was tracked for 100% of the time from setup until 100 ms after BR. The time event of FP was 

manually tagged based on the movement of the front foot toe marker and the direction of the lead 
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leg GRF vector. When the front foot toe marker velocity was at its minimum value, FP was 

tagged when the lead leg GRF vector was also directed towards the athlete’s center of mass. 

Setup was defined as the last frame with both feet stationary on the ground before lifting the lead 

leg to begin the stride. BR was defined and estimated by the peak throwing hand angular velocity. 

Setup and BR were auto tagged by the Qualisys Project Automation Framework (PAF). Data 

were processed and calculated with Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc. Germantown, Maryland). 

Throwing models were defined using the PitchTrak model [100], and segment coordinate systems 

were defined according to the International Society of Biomechanics recommendations [104]. 

Kinematics and kinetics were calculated throughout the entire delivery for all throws and all 

medicine ball exercises. They were analyzed throughout the cycle and at key time points (PKH, 

FP, and BR). The metrics that were utilized in the analysis for this study include drive leg GRF, 

lead leg GRF, lead knee flexion angle, lead knee flexion angular velocity, and stride length. 

 

Drive leg GRF and lead leg GRF were recorded in the X, Y, and Z directions across the entirety 

of the pitching motion. The GRF variables were normalized by BW (N). Lead leg flexion angle is 

defined as the angle between the thigh (between the hip and knee) and shank (between the knee 

and ankle) segments with 0° representing a straight leg and 90° representing a right angle 

between the thigh and shank segments. Lead leg flexion angular velocity is the rate of change of 

the lead knee flexion angle. Positive values represent increasing flexion angular velocity and 

negative values represent decreasing flexion angular velocity, extension angular velocity. Stride 

length is measured as the distance between the ankle joint centers at FP. 

 

Sparta jump data was processed by Sparta’s proprietary “Force Plate Machine Learning” software 

[85, 105]. The scans record the force plate measurements and report all metrics from the tests. 

The main variables include body weight, maximum jump height, maximum acceleration, 

maximum change in acceleration, maximum jump velocity, maximum power, concentric impulse, 
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eccentric impulse, counter movement depth, RSI, and jump flight time. These values are 

compared with Sparta’s database of over 2 million different scans and combined into three 

proprietary metrics called “Load”, “Explode”, and “Drive”. Their machine learning models also 

create nearly instantaneous prediction results for a user’s injury risk, strengths and weaknesses, 

and exercise recommendations based on their proprietary Sparta Scores. 

 

2.5. Statistical Analysis 

Three (3) trials for each type of exercise (throw, push, and chop) were incorporated. Previous 

studies have analyzed one to three (1-3) trials per pitcher [2, 49, 106, 107]. Only fastballs were 

considered for the throw trials. Each medicine ball exercise and the throws were averaged into 

one (1) average trial for each subject. This created one (1) average push, one (1) average chop, 

and one (1) average throw for each subject. Kinematic and GRF variables were recorded in both 

discrete and continuous fashion. The discrete metrics were reported at specific time events: PKH, 

FP, MER, and BR. The continuous metrics were time normalized between two of the previously 

mentioned time events. Drive leg GRF signals were time normalized between PKH and FP, using 

101 time points. Lead leg GRF, lead knee flexion angle, and lead knee flexion angular velocity 

signals were all time normalized between FP and BR, also using 101 time points. The means and 

standard deviations of different subsets of the data were plotted for various lower extremity 

variables to visualize the time series data for all groups. These subsets were trial types (throw, 

push, or chop), position (pitcher or fielder), and handedness (R or L). The variables of interest 

were drive leg GRF, lead leg GRF, and lead knee flexion angle. 

 

Force plate metrics from the Sparta jump scan were compared to GRF metrics using univariate 

regressions. These models quantified the associations between general athletic ability, assessed 

by the Sparta jump scan, and the sport specific movement of overhead throwing in baseball, 

assessed by the motion capture throw trials. While these activities aren’t directly comparable, the 
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ways that subjects produce and transfer force in different settings were compared. These 

regressions were used to assess face validity and convergent validity between the variables in 

question. 

 

One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed to compare discrete event metrics. 

These specific metrics included drive leg max GRF, lead leg max GRF, lead knee flexion angle at 

FP, lead knee flexion angle at MER, lead knee flexion angle at BR, lead knee flexion angular 

velocity at FP, lead knee flexion angular velocity at MER, lead knee flexion angular velocity at 

BR, and stride length. These metrics were compared between a few different groups: trial type 

(throw, chop, or push), position (pitcher or fielder), and handedness (R or L). 

 

The differences found between all groups were expanded on with Tukey tests to test differences 

between specific groups. In order to avoid Type I error, which is the act of incorrectly rejecting a 

true null hypothesis or generating a false positive, Tukey tests were only performed for the groups 

and variables that demonstrated significant results in the prior one-way ANOVA tests.  

 

All trials for each trial type (throw, push, and chop) were grouped together and averaged for each 

participant to reduce the effects of any outlier trials. This created one average trial for each 

subject for each of the trial types. All statistical tests were run using the average trials for each 

subject. All statistical tests used a significance level of α = 0.05. 

 

Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) was utilized to compare the continuous time series 

variables. The specific software used was spm1d [108]. SPM compares time continuous variables 

to each other over a selected time frame. One of the major advantages of this statistical test is that 

it maintains the spatiotemporal biomechanical context of the variables of interest. Additionally, 
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SPM eliminates any potential bias from the spatiotemporal foci of the signals [109]. These 

statistical tests were used to assess the convergent validity of the exercises as well. 
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Chapter 3: Results 
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3.1. Introduction 

Much of the previous research on baseball biomechanics falls into two distinct categories: 

relating movements to pitch velocity [22, 55, 110] or relating movements to joint kinetics in the 

throwing arm [8, 111, 112]. Another common area for research is a combination of both [4, 77, 

107]. While these topics are important to investigate, other areas of player development lack 

research. One such area is strength and conditioning and how training certain movement patterns 

can transfer to sport specific actions. Some studies have investigated medicine ball exercises and 

how they impact pitch velocity [36, 37, 64, 75], but the goal of this study was to show which 

lower extremity kinematic and kinetic metrics during training can transfer to the throwing motion. 

 

3.2. Comparisons Between Sparta Jump Scans and Throwing 

Summary 

No significant results were observed between the Sparta Jump Scan metrics and lower extremity 

kinetics during the throwing motion. None of the proprietary Sparta variables were related to 

either drive leg max GRF or lead leg max GRF with any type of statistical significance. Similarly, 

none of the generic force plate measurements had any significant relationship with either drive 

leg max GRF or lead leg max GRF. 

 

Eccentric Impulse and Drive Leg GRF 

This regression (Figure 9) had a slightly positive, insignificant relationship with a slope estimate 

(β) = 0.196. The 95% confidence interval for the slope of this regression was -0.086 to 0.477. The 

remaining results were a p-value = 0.167 and an adjusted R2 = 0.028. 
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Figure 9: Scatter plot of all subjects combined with a line plot of a univariate regression model 

between Eccentric Impulse and Drive Leg GRF max. 

 

Concentric Impulse and Drive Leg GRF 

This regression (Figure 10) had a slightly negative, insignificant relationship with a slope 

estimate (β) = -0.012. The 95% confidence interval for the slope of this regression was -0.293 to 

0.270. The remaining results were a p-value = 0.933 and an adjusted R2 = -0.030. 
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Figure 10: Scatter plot of all subjects combined with a line plot of a univariate regression model 

between Concentric Impulse and Drive Leg GRF max. 

 

Eccentric Impulse and Lead Leg GRF 

This regression (Figure 11) had a slightly negative, insignificant relationship with a slope 

estimate (β) = -0.026. The 95% confidence interval for the slope of this regression was -0.427 to 

0.375. The remaining results were a p-value = 0.896 and an adjusted R2 = -0.030. 
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Figure 11: Scatter plot of all subjects combined with a line plot of a univariate regression model 

between Eccentric Impulse and Lead Leg GRF max. 

 

Concentric Impulse and Lead Leg GRF 

This regression (Figure 12) had a slightly positive, insignificant relationship with a slope estimate 

(β) = 0.176. The 95% confidence interval for the slope of this regression was -0.207 to 0.560. The 

remaining results were a p-value = 0.356 and an adjusted R2 = -0.004. 
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Figure 12: Scatter plot of all subjects combined with a line plot of a univariate regression model 

between Concentric Impulse and Lead Leg GRF max. 

 

3.3. Discrete Time Comparisons Between Trial Types, Positions, and Handedness 

In this section, tables display the one-way ANOVA test results and Tukey test results for the 

discrete time metrics of the throws and medicine ball exercises. Differences were observed for 

nearly every variable of interest between the trail type groups. The only two variables that were 

not significantly different between trial types were back leg GRF max and lead knee angular 

velocity at FP. The variables that did show significant differences between the trial types were 

lead leg GRF max (p<0.001), lead knee flexion angle at FP (p=0.021), lead knee flexion angle at 

MER (p<0.001), lead knee flexion angle at BR (p<0.001), lead knee flexion angular velocity at 

MER (p<0.001), lead knee flexion angular velocity at BR (p<0.001), and stride length (p<0.001). 

 

Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation of Trial Type Groups & One-Way ANOVA Test Results 

Variable Throw 

(n=35) 

Push  

(n=35) 

Chop 

(n=35) 

F value p-value 
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Drive leg GRF max 1.36 (0.229) 1.29 (0.138) 1.34 (0.140) 1.59 0.209 

Lead leg GRF max 2.33 (0.279) 2.01 (0.253) 1.71 (0.259) 48.6 <0.001* 

Lead knee flexion angle at FP 50.7 (8.05) 49.9 (7.02) 54.9 (8.59) 3.99 0.021* 

Lead knee flexion angle at 

MER 

48.3 (11.5) 26.7 (16.0 54.4 (11.5) 42.3 <0.001* 

Lead knee flexion angle at BR 42.1 (13.7) 23.9 (16.6) 26.7 (12.7) 16.1 <0.001* 

Lead knee flexion angular 

velocity at FP 

54.0 (130) 86.2 (105) 113 (86.3) 2.56 0.082 

Lead knee flexion angular 

velocity at MER 

-174 (115) -323 (143) -123 (116) 24.1 <0.001* 

Lead knee flexion angular 

velocity at BR 

-264 (134) -302 (138) -157 (157) 9.67 <0.001* 

Stride Length 1.49 (0.119) 1.38 (0.096) 1.43 (0.111) 8.23 <0.001* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Data are reported 

as mean (standard deviation). All GRF values are reported in %BW. All angles are reported in 

degrees (°). All angular velocities are reported in degrees/second (°/s). All stride length values are 

reported in meters. 

 

The position groups showed far differences for fewer variables than the trial type groups. Position 

groups were significantly different for lead leg GRF max (p=0.020). Position groups also had 

different stride lengths (p=0.018). 

 

Table 2: Mean and Standard Deviation of Position Groups & One-Way ANOVA Test Results 

Variable Pitcher (n=19) Fielder (n=16) F value p-value 

Drive leg GRF max 1.29 (0.148) 1.37 (0.128) 3.41 0.0737 

Lead leg GRF max 2.09 (0.178) 1.93 (0.208) 5.99 0.020* 
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Lead knee flexion angle 

at FP 

52.3 (6.80) 51.2 (7.73) 0.188 0.668 

Lead knee flexion angle 

at MER 

45.4 (10.5) 40.4 (10.2) 2.06 0.161 

Lead knee flexion angle 

at BR 

32.3 (13.0) 29.2 (11.7) 0.539 0.468 

Lead knee flexion 

angular velocity at FP 

65.3 (96.7) 107 (80.8) 1.85 0.183 

Lead knee flexion 

angular velocity at 

MER 

-200 (85.3) -214 (99.3) 0.184 0.671 

Lead knee flexion 

angular velocity at BR 

-239 (81.8) -242 (129) 0.006 0.937 

Stride Length 1.47 (0.069) 1.39 (0.110) 6.26 0.018* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Data are reported 

as mean (standard deviation). All GRF values are reported in %BW. All angles are reported in 

degrees (°). All angular velocities are reported in degrees/second (°/s). All stride length values are 

reported in meters. 

 

Handedness groups only had differences for one variable of interest. Right-handed throwers and 

left-handed throwers had different lead leg GRF max values (p=0.040). 

 

Table 3: Mean and Standard Deviation of Handedness Groups & One-Way ANOVA Test 

Results 

Variable Right-handed (n=28) Left-handed (n=7) F value p-value 

Drive leg GRF max 1.32 (0.144) 1.34 (0.155) 0.123 0.728 

Lead leg GRF max 1.98 (0.204) 2.16 (0.152) 4.58 0.040* 
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Lead knee flexion 

angle at FP 

52.1 (7.01) 50.5 (8.15) 0.262 0.612 

Lead knee flexion 

angle at MER 

42.8 (10.1) 44.5 (12.8) 0.157 0.695 

Lead knee flexion 

angle at BR 

30.8 (12.6) 31.3 (12.2) 0.01 0.920 

Lead knee flexion 

angular velocity at 

FP 

91.0 (97.3) 57.4 (56.5) 0.759 0.390 

Lead knee flexion 

angular velocity at 

MER 

-206 (91.7) -209 (94.7) 0.006 0.939 

Lead knee flexion 

angular velocity at 

BR 

-237 (104) -256 (112) 0.175 0.678 

Stride Length 1.42 (0.102) 1.50 (0.037) 3.85 0.058 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Data are reported 

as mean (standard deviation). All GRF values are reported in %BW. All angles are reported in 

degrees (°). All angular velocities are reported in degrees/second (°/s). All stride length values are 

reported in meters. 

 

All trial type group relationships were significantly different for lead leg GRF max values. Push 

trials had a greater lead leg GRF max value compared to chop trials by 0.303 %BW (p<0.001). 

Throw trials were greater than both chop trials (p<0.001) and push trials (p<0.001) by 0.622 

%BW and 0.319 %BW, respectively. Pitchers generated more lead leg GRF compared to fielders 

by 0.159 %BW (p=0.020). Left-handed throwers were able to create 0.177 %BW more lead leg 

GRF compared to right-handed throwers (p=0.040). 
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Table 4: Tukey Test Significant Results for Lead Leg GRF max 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Lead Leg GRF max Push - Chop 0.303 <0.001* 

Throw - Chop 0.622 <0.001* 

Throw - Push 0.319 <0.001* 

Pitcher - Fielder 0.159 0.020* 

R - L -0.177 0.040* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. GRF differences 

are reported in %BW. Groups were compared as first listed minus the second. Positive 

differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. Negative 

differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 

 

Just one of the group relationships between the trail types were significantly different when 

looking at lead knee flexion angle at FP. The position groups and handedness groups both had 

insignificant ANOVA results. The chop trials had 4.97° more lead knee flexion at FP compared 

to the push trials (p=0.027). 

 

Table 5: Tukey Test Significant Results for Lead Knee Flexion Angle at FP 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Lead Knee Flexion 

Angle at FP 

Push - Chop -4.97 0.027* 

Throw - Chop -4.20 0.073 

Throw - Push 0.768 0.913 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. GRF differences 

are reported in %BW. Groups were compared as first listed minus the second. Positive 

differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. Negative 

differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 
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Two trial type group relationships had significant differences from each other for lead knee 

flexion at MER. The chop trials had 27.6° more flexion at MER than the push trials (p<0.001). 

The throw trials demonstrated 21.5° more flexion than push trials at MER (p<0.001). 

 

Table 6: Tukey Test Significant Results for Lead Knee Flexion Angle at MER 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Lead Knee Flexion 

Angle at MER 

Push - Chop -27.6 <0.001* 

Throw - Chop -6.08 0.136 

Throw - Push 21.5 <0.001* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Angle differences 

are reported in degrees (°). Groups were compared as first listed minus the second. Positive 

differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. Negative 

differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 

 

For lead knee flexion angle at BR, only two of the group relationships for trial types were 

significantly different. Chop trials had 15.4° less flexion than the throw trials at BR (p<0.001). 

Push trials had 18.2° less flexion at BR than the throw trials (p<0.001). 

 

Table 7: Tukey Test Significant Results for Lead Knee Flexion Angle at BR 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Lead Knee Flexion 

Angle at BR 

Push - Chop -2.81 0.695 

Throw - Chop 15.4 <0.001* 

Throw - Push 18.2 <0.001* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Angle differences 

are reported in degrees (°). Groups were compared as first listed minus the second. Positive 

differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. Negative 

differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 
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Only two of the group relationships were significantly different than each other for lead knee 

flexion angular velocity at MER. Push trials were extending the lead knee faster than both the 

chop trials (p<0.001) and the throw trials (p<0.001) by 200°/s and 150°/s, respectively. 

 

Table 8: Tukey Test Significant Results for Lead Knee Flexion Angular Velocity at MER 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Lead Knee Flexion 

Angular Velocity at MER 

Push - Chop -200 <0.001* 

Throw - Chop -50.8 0.212 

Throw - Push 150 <0.001* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Angular velocity 

differences are reported in degrees/sec (°/s). Groups were compared as first listed minus the 

second. Positive differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. 

Negative differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 

 

Only two of the trial type group relationships were significantly different from each other for lead 

knee flexion angular velocity at BR. The chop trials had slower lead knee extension at BR 

compared to both the push trials (p=0.006) and the chop trials (p<0.001) by 145°/s and 107°/s, 

respectively. 

 

Table 9: Tukey Test Significant Results for Lead Knee Flexion Angular Velocity at BR 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Lead Knee Flexion 

Angular Velocity at BR 

Push - Chop -145 <0.001* 

Throw - Chop -107 0.006* 

Throw - Push 38.1 0.508 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Angular velocity 

differences are reported in degrees/sec (°/s). Groups were compared as first listed minus the 

second. Positive differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. 

Negative differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 
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Stride length was significantly different for one of the trial type group relationships, as well as the 

position groups. Throw trials had a longer stride length compared to push trials (p<0.001). 

Pitchers had longer strides than fielders by 0.077 m (p=0.018). 

 

Table 10: Tukey Test Significant Results for Stride Length 

Variable Groups Difference P-value 

Stride Length Push - Chop -0.053 0.113 

Throw - Chop 0.053 0.109 

Throw - Push 0.106 <0.001* 

Pitcher - Fielder 0.077 0.018* 

Bold text and an asterisk (*) denote statistically significant test result 𝛼 = 0.05. Stride length 

differences are reported in meters. Groups were compared as first listed minus the second. 

Positive differences are reported for comparisons where the first group has a larger value. 

Negative differences are reported for comparisons where the second ground has the larger value. 

 

3.4. Kinematic and Kinetic Continuous Time Series Plots 

The trial types had some differences between groups for drive leg max GRF across the time from 

PKH to FP (Figures 13-15). The throw trials started with the lowest drive leg GRF values for the 

first 40% of PKH and FP. The chop trials had the highest drive leg GRF early from roughly 20-

60% of the time. The push trials had the greatest drive leg GRF during the last 25% of the period. 

Some smaller differences were visually apparent between the position groups. The fielders had 

slightly higher drive leg GRF values for the first 80% of the time. However, almost no differences 

were noticeable between the handedness groups. 
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Figure 13: Drive leg GRF time normalized from PHK to FP. Mean and standard deviation of all 

pitches within all trial type groups. 

 

 

Figure 14: Drive leg GRF time normalized from PHK to FP. Mean and standard deviation of all 

pitches within all position groups. 
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Figure 15: Drive leg GRF time normalized from PHK to FP. Mean and standard deviation of all 

pitches within all handedness groups. 

 

The trial types had major differences between groups for lead leg max GRF during the time from 

FP to BR (Figures 16-18). The throw trials had the most lead leg GRF for the entire time besides 

20-40% of the period. The push trials decreased greatly during the last 40-50% of the time. The 

chop trials began with the lowest lead leg GRF but remained steady and slowly increased from FP 

to BR. Smaller visual differences were apparent between both the position groups and the 

handedness groups. Pitchers generally had higher lead leg GRF values than fielders as the trials 

progressed past 40% of FP to BR. Similarly, left-handed throwers generated more GRF with the 

lead leg just after FP and for the last 60% of the time compared to right-handers. 
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Figure 16: Lead leg GRF time normalized from FP to BR. Mean and standard deviation of all 

pitches within all trial type groups. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Lead leg GRF time normalized from FP to BR. Mean and standard deviation of all 

pitches within all position groups. 
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Figure 18: Lead leg GRF time normalized from FP to BR. Mean and standard deviation of all 

pitches within all handedness groups. 

 

The lead knee flexion angle curves for the trial types also contained some differences from FP to 

BR (Figures 19-21). The throw trials held a more constant flexion angle throughout the period, 

while the push and chop trials both began with more flexion than the throws and eventually 

extended roughly 10°-15° further than the throws at BR. The position groups seemed to differ 

slightly with greater flexion in pitchers for the entirety of the time, but almost no discernable 

differences were noticeable between the handedness groups. 
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Figure 19: Lead knee flexion angle time normalized from FP to BR. Mean and standard 

deviation of all pitches within all trial type groups. 

 

Figure 20: Lead knee flexion angle time normalized from FP to BR. Mean and standard deviation 

of all pitches within all position groups. 
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Figure 21: Lead knee flexion angle time normalized from FP to BR. Mean and standard 

deviation of all pitches within all handedness groups. 

 

3.5. Statistical Parametric Mapping 

Continuous time series statistical tests were also run to investigate the timing and magnitude of 

differences between groups. The following graphs display the SPM test results for the continuous 

time series metrics of the throws and medicine ball exercises. SPM tests were run as one-way 

ANOVA tests to compare all groups. If a significant difference existed between the groups based 

on the ANOVA results, then two-sample t-tests were performed to compare each group against 

each other. This process was very similar to the discrete time statistical tests. It was used with 

SPM again to avoid Type I error. The two-sample t-tests allowed for more precise investigations 

and revealed the differences between each combination of groups. Each graph denotes the 

thresholds of statistical significance with a dashed red line and the corresponding significantly 

differing areas with gray shading. 

 

The first metric of interest that was investigated was the drive leg GRF (Figures 22-24). The SPM 

one-way ANOVA tests results for drive leg GRF show a significant difference between trial type 

groups for roughly 90% of the period between PKH and BR (p<0.001 for both portions). The trial 
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type groups are similar between roughly 65-73% of the normalized frames. The position groups 

only have significant differences for about 60% of PKH to BR. Pitchers and fielders are different 

from 0-30% (p<0.001) and 55-80% (p<0.001) of the time . The handedness groups showed no 

significant differences in drive leg GRF between PKH and BR. Based on these results, SPM two-

sample t-tests were run between each of the different pairs of the trial type groups as well as the 

position groups. 

 

 

Figure 22: Drive Leg GRF SPM one-way ANOVA for trial type groups. Frames are time 

normalized from PHK to FP. 

 

 

Figure 23: Drive Leg GRF SPM one-way ANOVA for position groups. Frames are time 

normalized from PHK to FP. 
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Figure 24: Drive Leg GRF SPM one-way ANOVA for handedness groups. Frames are time 

normalized from PHK to FP. 

 

Drive leg GRF values are significantly greater during the first 25% of PKH to FP for the 

medicine ball pushes compared to the baseball throws (p<0.001). Around 55-60% of the period, 

the throws have slightly greater drive leg GRF values (p=0.041). The trend reverses and push 

trials have more during the last 25% leading up to FP (p=0.001) (Figure 25). 

 

 

Figure 25: Drive Leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups throw and push. Frames 

are time normalized from PHK to FP. 

 

The medicine ball chops start with greater drive leg GRF than the baseball throws for the initial 

50% of the period (p<0.001). During the last 25% leading up to FP, the baseball throws have 

greater drive leg GRF values than the medicine ball chop (p<0.001) (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26: Drive Leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups throw and chop. Frames 

are time normalized from PHK to FP. 

 

Comparing the two types of medicine ball throws, they started with very similar drive leg GRF 

values. Drive leg GRF of the chop trials was slightly greater than the push trials from roughly 25-

65% of the time (p<0.001). However, the push trials had far greater drive leg GRF during the last 

25-30% before FP (p<0.001) (Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 27: Drive Leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups push and chop. Frames 

are time normalized from PHK to FP. 

 

Fielders tended to have greater drive leg GRF values than pitchers between PKH and FP. These 

differences occurred from roughly 0-30% (p<0.001) and 55-80% (p<0.001) (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Drive Leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for position groups pitcher and fielder. 

Frames are time normalized from PHK to FP. 

 

The next variable that was investigated was the lead leg GRF (Figures 29-31). The SPM one-way 

ANOVA tests results for lead leg GRF show a significant difference between trial type groups for 

the entirety of FP to BR (p<0.001). The position groups showed significant differences for the 

last 60% prior to BR (p<0.001). The handedness groups showed significant differences in lead 

leg GRF for an extremely short time around 60% between FP and BR (p=0.049). From the 

ANOVA results, SPM two-sample t-tests were run for the trial type groups, position groups, and 

handedness groups. 
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Figure 29: Lead leg GRF SPM one-way ANOVA for trial type groups. Frames are time 

normalized from FP to BR. 

 

 

Figure 30: Lead leg GRF SPM one-way ANOVA for position groups. Frames are time 

normalized from FP to BR. 

 

 

Figure 31: Lead leg GRF SPM one-way ANOVA for handedness groups. Frames are time 

normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The medicine ball push trials briefly have greater lead leg GRF values from roughly 30-35% of 

the period between FP and BR (p=0.035). Then, the throw trials have much greater lead leg GRF 

for the last 50% until BR (p<0.001) (Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Lead leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups throw and push. Frames 

are time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The throw trials have significantly higher lead leg GRF values than the medicine ball chop trials 

for the entire period from FP to BR (p<0.001). This difference is at its largest magnitude around 

60% of the period (Figure 33). 

 

 

Figure 33: Lead leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups throw and chop. Frames 

are time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The medicine ball push trials have greater lead leg GRF than the medicine ball chop trials most of 

the time. The pushes are significantly higher for the initial 75% following FP (p<0.001). Towards 

the end, the push trials drop off and the chop trials steadily increase to have higher lead leg GRF 

values for the last 15% before BR (p=0.011) (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34: Lead leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups push and chop. Frames 

are time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

Contrary to the drive leg GRF values, pitchers have greater lead leg GRF values compared to the 

fielders. The statistically significant portion takes place during the last 60% before BR (p<0.001) 

(Figure 35). 

 

 

Figure 35: Lead leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for position groups pitcher and fielder. Frames 

are time normalized from FP to BR (p<0.001). 

 

There is a very slight significant difference between the handedness groups for lead leg GRF. The 

left-handed throwers have slightly higher lead leg GRF values at about 60% of the period 

between FP and BR (p=0.049) (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36: Lead leg GRF SPM two-sample t-tests for handedness groups R and L. Frames are 

time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The last variable that was investigated was the lead knee flexion angle (Figures 37-39). The SPM 

one-way ANOVA tests results for lead knee flexion angle show a significant difference between 

trial type groups from 0=40% (p=0.023) and 55-100% (p=0.023) of PKH to BR. The position 

groups for lead knee flexion angle only showed significant differences from roughly 25-50% 

between FP and BR (p=0.040). The handedness groups had no significant differences in lead 

knee flexion angle. Based on the ANOVA results, SPM two-sample t-tests were only run for the 

trial type groups, and position groups. 
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Figure 37: Lead leg flexion angle SPM one-way ANOVA for trial type groups. Frames are time 

normalized from FP to BR. 

 

 

Figure 38: Lead leg flexion angle SPM one-way ANOVA for position groups. Frames are time 

normalized from FP to BR. 

 

 

Figure 39: Lead leg flexion angle SPM one-way ANOVA for handedness groups. Frames are 

time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The athletes extended their lead knee much more during medicine ball push trials than during the 

baseball throw trials during the last 60% up until BR (p=0.015) (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40: Lead leg flexion angle SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups throw and push. 

Frames are time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The athletes sank into deeper knee flexion during medicine ball chop trials than in the baseball 

throw trials immediately following FP until about 35% of the period (p=0.031). However, they 

also extended their lead knees much further during chop trials than the throw trials during the last 

40% prior to BR (p=0.028) (Figure 41). 

 

 

Figure 41: Lead leg flexion angle SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups throw and chop. 

Frames are time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

The athletes sank into deeper knee flexion during medicine ball chops than the medicine ball 

pushes for the initial 50% between FP and BR (p=0.014). Then the two medicine ball exercises 

achieved similar lead knee flexion angles for the final 50% (Figure 42). 
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Figure 42: Lead leg flexion angle SPM two-sample t-tests for trial type groups push and chop. 

Frames are time normalized from FP to BR. 

 

Pitchers had slightly greater lead knee flexion compared to fielders. This difference was only 

significant from roughly 20-50% of the period between FP and BR (p=0.030) (Figure 43). 

 

 

Figure 43: Lead leg flexion angle SPM two-sample t-tests for position groups pitcher and fielder. 

Frames are time normalized from FP to BR. 
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Chapter 4: Discussion, Conclusions, Limitations, and Future Considerations 
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4.1. Discussion 

Summary 

No statistically significant relationships were found between any of the force plate variables from 

the Sparta Jump Scan and the GRF values during throwing. The major findings of this study 

involved the kinematic and kinetic variables between the medicine ball rotational exercises and 

the baseball throws. The kinetic variables of interest included maximum drive leg GRF and 

maximum lead leg GRF. The kinematic variables of interest included lead knee flexion angle, 

lead knee flexion angular velocity, and stride length. Differences between the medicine ball trials 

and throwing were observed for many kinematic and kinetic variables of interest at various 

discrete time points from the motion analysis results. The only variables that did not show a 

significant difference across the trial types were maximum back leg GRF and lead knee angular 

velocity at FP. Differences between athletes who were pitchers or fielders were found for 

maximum drive leg GRF and stride length. When comparing athletes of different handedness, the 

only discrete time differences were found for maximum lead leg GRF. The continuous time 

variables illustrated results over specific periods. SPM tests found differences between trial types 

and position groups for drive leg GRF from PKH to FP. Lead leg GRF from FP to BR was 

different between trial types, position groups, and handedness groups. Lead knee flexion angle 

from FP to BR was only significantly different for the trial types and position groups.  

 

4.2. Overload and Underload Implements and their Transfer to Performance in General 

and in Baseball 

Strength training programs have utilized overload and underload implements for sport specific 

movements in many ways. The most common and obvious implements are weights for resistance 

training. Overload and underload implements allow an athlete to generate power by moving 

objects of various masses at different speeds. Maximizing power output through different 

exercises has been shown to transfer to athletic performance [121], especially when performed 
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with exercises that have high levels of specificity to the athlete’s sport [122]. Balls of different 

weights, elastic bands, and machines have been used to overload the motion for ballistic exercises 

[122, 123], specifically in handball [124, 125]. This research in handball suggests the findings 

would apply to the throwing motion in baseball. 

 

Previous research has demonstrated how a variety of overload implements have been used in 

baseball to increase performance. Weighted balls and plyocare balls are commonplace in modern 

baseball training to increase throwing velocity [81, 83, 126, 127]. One study even used a pulley 

system to create added resistance to the throwing motion [128]. The experimental group that used 

this contraption saw significantly increased throwing velocity [128]. Bat speed is another 

performance metric that has been shown to benefit from overload and underload training. 

Multiple studies have reported significantly increased bat speed after following a training 

protocol of variable weighted bats or other implements for a set period [129-134]. These results 

suggest that using multiple types of overload and underload implements during baseball sport 

specific movements can increase performance. 

 

4.3. Jump Testing, Ballistic Training and their Transfer to Overhead Throwing in Baseball 

In order to see how general force production and power were associated with sport specific tasks, 

univariate regressions compared metrics from the CMJs to the baseball throw motion capture 

trials. The goal of these tests was to see how related an athlete’s general lower extremity strength 

and power were to their throwing motion. The results of these tests returned no variables from the 

Sparta test that were significantly related to either drive leg max GRF or lead leg max GRF 

during throwing. These results suggest that force generation and power production in a general 

jump assessment do not lead to higher GRF in the throwing motion. These results agree with 

previous research on the topic that also found peak GRF during CMJ to not have a significant 

relationship with pitch velocity [135, 136]. However, one of those same studies found that peak 
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power during CMJ does relate to pitch velocity [135]. A different study found that the ratio of 

jump heights between weighted CMJs and unweighted CMJs was significantly related to pitch 

velocity [136], supporting the previously mentioned research emphasizing the importance of 

maximizing power output. 

 

Since a CMJ takes place almost exclusively in the sagittal plane, it makes sense that the 

movement is not associated with a tri-planar motion like overhead throwing. Forces and power 

output are almost exclusively vertical during the entire Sparta scan test. During overhead 

throwing, the drive leg creates a GRF aimed both vertically and anteriorly, towards home plate 

[10, 52], which then turns into a torque force as the drive leg internally rotates during the stride 

phase. The lead leg must generate a vertically and posteriorly directed braking force back towards 

the pitching rubber in order to stop the linear momentum of the body [10, 53]. In some cases, the 

lead leg can apply significant medial or lateral components of a GRF vector [10, 53], which is not 

ideal for optimally efficient pitching biomechanics. The lead leg also creates torque force to stop 

the lead hip’s internal rotation from FP to BR [10]. All these different types and directions of 

force application are necessary for the pitching motion, but the complexity makes it difficult to 

replicate with proper specificity. Even though previous studies have shown a relationship 

between power output during CMJ to pitch velocity, the uniqueness of the throwing motion is 

why the CMJ results in this study were not related to GRF during throwing. 

 

Ballistic resistance training methods are a studied way to increase power output. Research has 

shown that implementing ballistic training can increase peak power and rate of force development 

as tested by an isometric mid-thigh pull [137]. Olympic lifts and training using a combination of 

traditional strength exercises with ballistic exercises are both proven ways to improve 

performance in sports with ballistic elements [138]. Ballistic training also seems to maximally 

activate more motor units during these activities than would typically be expected from the size 
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principle of motor unit recruitment [138]. The benefits of ballistic training have been studied in 

baseball and demonstrated increased throwing velocity [139, 140, 141] and increased sprint speed 

[139]. These studies suggest that the rotational medicine ball exercises used in this study could 

help baseball players alter their kinematics and kinetics while throwing. 

 

4.4. Rotational Medicine Ball Exercises and their Transfer to Overhead Throwing in 

Baseball 

Summary 

The medicine ball exercises from this study can be recommended to athletes with certain 

deficiencies. These recommendations rely on the differences in kinematic and kinetic variables 

between the medicine ball exercises and throwing as well as the concept of implicit learning 

[113-120]. The athletes should be able to perform the push or chop exercises to help alter their 

movement and force productions patters in the following ways. 

 

Drive Leg GRF 

The participants did not generate significantly different maximum drive leg GRF values while 

performing both medicine ball exercises and baseball throws, but their drive leg GRF patterns 

varied between the trial types. In this case, the continuous time results illustrated the major 

differences for this kinetic variable. The push trials had greater drive leg GRF values than throws 

just following PKH and near FP. The increased levels of GRF near FP suggests the push 

exercises would benefit “drop and drive” throwers who rely on drive leg GRF and power from a 

lower position and later in their stride phase [10-14]. The chop trials also had greater drive leg 

GRF compared to throws immediately after PKH, but this trend reversed close to FP. The high 

value of GRF after PKH suggests that the chop exercise would benefit “tall and fall” throwers 

who may be more prone to losing drive leg GRF as they stride out towards home plate [10-14]. 
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Both medicine ball exercises began with higher force values than the throws. This suggests the 

athletes added more force during their forward move towards their target when moving the 

heavier implement (8 lbs medicine ball vs 5 oz baseball) [79, 80, 81, 121, 122, 123]. A heavier 

implement can provide added benefit for an athlete who struggles with generating enough drive 

leg GRF by implicitly teaching them how to create more GRF with their drive leg [113-120].  

 

However, the drive leg GRF patterns varied as the athletes neared FP. The medicine ball 

exercises both differed in how their force curves compared to the baseball throws. The push trial 

saw greater force into FP, which suggests the athletes were attempting to increase their power 

output into their rotation and FP. The larger force from the drive leg could be indicative of how 

the athletes continued to accelerate the medicine ball forward while keeping it closer to their 

center of mass and axis of rotation. Since rotational inertia depends on the length of the moment 

arm, keeping the medicine ball closer to the body will allow for greater control over the inertia of 

the ball. It will also allow for greater rotational acceleration. The chop trials saw lower force 

production into FP relative to throws. This could suggest the athletes slowing down their forward 

linear velocity to begin moving the medicine ball overhead into a better position to rotate over 

their lead leg. This process increases the moment arm for the medicine ball, which increases its 

rotational inertia. For this reason, the focus of the movement most likely must shift from the 

lower extremities to the core and upper extremities for the chop. A lighter implement may be 

more beneficial when performing a chop to resemble the throwing motion more closely [79, 80, 

81, 121, 122, 123]. 

 

Lead Leg GRF 

The differences in lead leg GRF patterns between the medicine ball trials and the throwing 

motion were significant and obvious in both the discrete and continuous time results. The push 

trials matched the throws closely until about 40-50% between FP and BR. Then, the lead leg GRF 
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of the push trials dropped off quicker and faster. Neither medicine ball exercises generated the 

same peak lead leg GRF values, so the better application for these exercises would be related the 

peak GRF timing and not magnitude. The push trials do reach peak lead leg GRF earlier than 

during throws, which could be beneficial for athletes who reach their peak lead leg GRF value too 

late in their delivery. This does not allow for efficient energy transfer from the lead leg to the 

pelvis and trunk [6]. However, push trials may not be well suited for an athlete who decreases 

their lead leg GRF too early before BR since the push exercise may reinforce that deficiency. 

 

On the other hand, coaches sometimes like to use a drill that intentionally amplifies what an 

athlete struggles with. This strategy is called reactive neuromuscular training and often referred to 

as “feeding the mistake” [142, 143]. This method is an example of explicit learning. The coach 

tells the athlete what their deficiency is and how the drill is meant to expose their weakness. Since 

the push exercise seems to make athletes lose their lead leg GRF too early, it would create an 

intentionally challenging training setting in which the athlete must focus on maintaining higher 

lead leg GRF closer to FP [142, 143]. 

 

The chop trials had far less lead leg GRF than the throws the entirety of the time. However, the 

GRF values for the chop trials continued to steadily increase into BR, unlike the push and throw 

trials. This pattern suggests that the chop trials could help athletes delay the timing of their peak 

lead leg GRF. Losing lead leg GRF too early in the delivery also creates inefficiency as not all the 

force that was generated is available to transfer up to the pelvis and trunk. Contrary to the push, 

where the medicine ball remains close to the back hip until FP, the chop requires the athlete to lift 

and reposition the medicine ball during the stride phase and even after FP before slamming the 

ball down into the ground. This seems to delay peak lead leg GRF until after BR as the athletes 

are still increasing their lead leg GRF into BR. A slight decrease in GRF after heel strike and 

throughout weight-bearing is characteristic in clinical gait analysis [144, 145, 146]. Based on the 
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lower GRF values, the athlete may be stabilizing and going through the weight-bearing phase for 

a much longer time during the chop trials compared to the push trials. The chop exercise should 

be helpful for an athlete who struggles to hold onto most of their lead leg GRF values into BR. A 

lighter implement would allow the athlete to control the mass better, giving them the ability to 

land stronger and apply more lead leg GRF immediately following FP. Again, these results 

suggest that the chop exercises with a heavy medicine ball create a movement in which it is more 

difficult for athletes to generate force through the ground [142, 143]. 

 

Lead Knee Flexion Angle 

Both medicine ball exercises created nearly similar lead knee flexion patterns which differed 

from that of the throw trials. This is reflected in both the discrete and continuous time results. The 

push trials started with the same amount of flexion at FP as the throws but began extending the 

lead knee earlier and much more than the throws. The main difference between the push and the 

chop trials was that the chop trials had deeper knee flexion at and just after FP. This trend was the 

same for the chop trials compared to the throw trials, where the chop trials also extended the lead 

knee earlier and much more than the throws. These results suggest that both medicine ball 

exercises would benefit throwers who struggle extending their lead knee from FP to BR [142, 

143]. However, the lead knee flexion angular velocity results use the discrete time differences 

between the push and chop to show which exercises is more ideal for this throwing issue. 

Increase knee flexion angle after heel strike and throughout weight-bearing is also characteristic 

of clinical gait analysis [144, 145, 146]. Since a heavier implement would add to the mass the 

lead leg must support and stabilize, the lead knee should flex more during the medicine ball 

exercises just after FP. After roughly 50% of the time between FP and BR, the medicine ball 

exercises had the same lead knee flexion. 
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Since the lead knee flexes more during the chop trials just after FP, it may not be helpful for 

athletes who already struggle with that problem. However, by intentionally prescribing this 

exercise with the athlete’s understanding of their issues, a coach can “feed the mistake” and train 

an athlete to exaggerate their strong landing on the lead leg [142, 143]. Both medicine ball 

exercises do exhibit far greater knee extension from FP to BR than the throw trials. These results 

suggest that both medicine ball exercises could be used for an athlete who struggles to extend 

their lead knee from FP to BR while throwing [113-120]. These exercises can help accentuate the 

feeling of lead knee extension. 

 

Lead Knee Flexion Angular Velocity 

Lead knee flexion angular velocity was only considered in the discrete time domain because of 

the high variability and noise in the continuous time domain. However, using the continuous time 

results from the lead knee flexion angle and the discrete time results from the lead knee flexion 

angular velocity allowed for more detailed analysis of the results. The throw trials and push 

exercise both had significantly faster lead knee extension velocities than the chop exercise. Since 

the push exercise has much faster lead knee extension than the chop exercise, it is better suited for 

helping athletes who struggle to extend the lead knee angle or do so too slowly [113-120]. The 

lead leg may be taking longer to stabilize during chop trials as the medicine ball is being moved 

in relation to the athlete’s body. This dynamically changes their center of mass from PKH to BR 

and creates a longer stabilization period [144, 145, 146]. While both medicine ball exercises 

showed greater knee flexion angle decreases than throwing, the push exercise goes through this 

knee extension at much higher speeds. An athlete may implicitly learn how to extend their lead 

knee further and faster by using the medicine ball push exercise. 

 

Stride Length 
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Stride length is extremely consistent within each trial type. The only significant difference 

between trial type groups was that baseball throws had a longer stride length than the push trials. 

Pitchers also had a longer stride length than fielders. This could be because pitchers tend to have 

different hip ROM and strength than fielders [147]. These differences can be used to alter an 

athlete’s stride length during throwing. 

 

4.5. Conclusions and Practical Applications 

Jump Testing and General Force Production 

The Sparta Jump Scan is a screening tool that allows for quick assessment of athletes and 

identifies areas for potentially improved performance and injury risk. Unfortunately, this 

assessment is not designed to test the same types of movement capacity that are necessary for 

overhead throwing in baseball. The results of this study showed that none of the force plate 

readings of the CMJ had any significant relationships with kinetic variables during the throwing 

motion. Since the two motions are so different in their scope and movements, little information 

can be used from the force plate readings to predict what force production and power output will 

transfer over to the sport specific event of throwing in baseball. However, this does not mean that 

the Sparta Jump Scan and CMJ is not invaluable as a tool to identify injury risk and diagnose 

areas for improvement. 

 

Rotational Medicine Ball Exercises and their Transfer to Overhead Throwing in Baseball 

Both medicine ball exercises seem to have applications for training purposes to improve different 

aspects of the throwing motion. Drive leg GRF values should be able to be trained with both 

types of medicine ball exercises, depending on the issue. The chop exercise would be best served 

to generate peak drive leg GRF sooner. Whereas the push exercise would help an athlete keep 

greater drive leg GRF and maintain ground connection into FP. Both medicine ball exercises 

seem to have different applications as it pertains to lead leg GRF. The rotational push exercise 
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results in a greater peak drive leg GRF value than the throws. This exercise could be used to train 

maximum drive leg force production. As one increases lead leg GRF with their medicine ball 

push, it would be expected that that ability would transfer over to their throwing motion. The 

push exercise can also be used to train deficiencies in lead leg GRF. This drill could help athletes 

learn how to generate their peak lead leg GRF quicker after FP. On the other hand, the chop 

exercise could teach athletes to prevent their lead leg GRF from decreasing too early before BR. 

 

With regards to lead knee flexion, both medicine ball exercises seem to have similar effects. The 

chop trials do show more flexion at FP than both push trials and throws. Typically, this is not 

ideal because it suggests the athlete is struggling to stabilize their lead leg following FP. 

However, this can be used as an advantage in training athletes who already have that issue. 

Making the lead leg stabilization and lead knee extension process immediately after FP more 

difficult with the heavy medicine ball and chop exercises should teach an athlete to use their lead 

leg better over time. Both exercises would most likely train athletes to extend their lead knee 

more and maybe even faster. Baseball players who tend to sink deeper into lead knee flexion or 

never extend their knee from FP to BR should benefit from either exercise. 

 

All these differences between the medicine ball exercises and throwing can be better understood 

for improved applicability and more individualized strength and conditioning programming. Not 

all athletes are going to have the same deficiencies in their deliveries, so they will need different 

ways to improve. This study only investigated one type of jump and two types of medicine ball 

throws. Each of them had at least one studied way to improve performance. 

 

4.6. Limitations 

The participants of this study were exclusively NCAA D1 baseball players at Wake Forest 

University. Therefore, these results are not representative of the entire population of collegiate 
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baseball players. The retroreflective markers used in the 3D motion analysis had unavoidable 

movement with the skin that moved them away from the anatomical landmarks that they were 

representing. These slight skin and marker movements may decrease the precision of the 

biomechanical analyses in this study. Certain factors could be confounding variables, specifically 

strength and conditioning coaching, programming, pitching coaching, and general throwing 

coaching. These issues do not allow for a more general scope of these results. Additionally, the 

trials completed were part of a training environment. All athletes were instructed to perform the 

Sparta Jump Scan and all 3D motion trials at maximum effort to resemble game-like movements 

most closely. However, the exertion or effort level of the athletes cannot be guaranteed. 

 

Since the subjects in this study were all NCAA Division 1 baseball players, the general level of 

athleticism in the subject pool was quite high. These results could be very different for high 

school or other youth athletes. Youth athletes may be limited in their pitching motion by their 

ability to generate force through the ground in a general setting. The jump tests for different 

populations could potentially reveal that a threshold exists, below which the force production and 

power output tested in the Sparta scan begin to have significant relationships to throwing kinetics. 

Similarly, different relationships could exist between the medicine ball exercises and throwing 

between different levels of talent, physical maturity, and athleticism. 

 

The design of this study also had some limitations. These study design decisions were made to 

reduce the complexity of data collection and analysis. All throw trials were performed on the 

mound. This is unnatural for the fielders and could have caused unrepresentative kinematics and 

kinetics. Similarly, all medicine ball exercises and throws were performed on the mound. While 

some medicine ball exercises are performed on a pitching mound, the majority are performed on 

flat ground. This did not directly reflect the training environment that the subjects were 

accustomed to during their lifts during the fall semester. 
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Additionally, data were collected in the same set order for all the subjects: all throws, then 5 

pushes, then 5 chops. This could have created both an order effect and learning effect within each 

trial type since the order of the trials was not randomized. However, the concern for these effects 

is relatively low since the subjects were familiar with all trial types prior to data collection. 

 

4.7. Future Research Directions  

Many of the limitations of this study can be used as future directions for research. Ways to 

improve upon this study would be to include a wider variety of collegiate participants across 

different levels of the NCAA, National Junior College Athletic Association (NCJAA), National 

Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), etc. This would create results that can be 

generalized to a larger population. Another direction for future research could be expanding the 

participant pool to include youth and professional athletes. This could allow for insights into 

different age and talent groups. The average athletic ability of the cohort in this study was 

relatively high. NCAA D1 athletes tend to have high levels of fitness, strength, and coordination. 

Perhaps some of the results of this study would not hold for younger, less physically mature, and 

less athletically advanced baseball players. 

 

Another direction for future research is using implements of different weights and sizes for the 

medicine ball trails. The only medicine ball used was a 3.63 kg (8 lbs) Dynamax medicine ball. 

Therefore, the results of this study cannot be generalized to include all weights of medicine balls. 

Many research studies have demonstrated the success of overload and underload implements for 

increasing sports performance in various settings [79, 80, 81, 121, 122, 123]. This study could 

have benefitted from using multiple weights of medicine balls. This could have provided data on 

how GRF and other kinematic and kinetic variables change based on the weight of the implement. 

Using different weights for the medicine ball exercises could have given insight into which 
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variables have better and worse outcomes based on the weight of the implement. Power could 

have also been calculated and used as a variable of interest in this study. 

 

Another method of improving similar studies in the future is to collect in-game biomechanics data 

from pitchers. This would provide the most accurate representation of how the athletes move 

during competition. Both the Sparta Jump Scan and the medicine ball exercises could be 

incentivized with competition to increase exertion levels from the athletes. These factors would 

provide better data for analysis. 

 

Future research could also investigate interactions between different kinematic and kinetic 

variables. This study only analyzed one variable at a time between groups. Studying the effects of 

interactions between multiple variables could reveal new insights. Predictive modeling is another 

potential method for analyzing similar data in the future. Using multiple independent variables to 

create a predictive model for outcome variable(s) could add a greater understanding of how to 

increase sport specific performance. Studying differences in kinematic and kinetic values between 

different ballistic exercises could also give insight into injury risks. Certain movement and force 

production patterns may be associated with greater joint kinetics and a higher risk of injury.  

 

Research on athletes for a training period of 6-12 weeks would allow for a better understanding of 

how the exercises of interest are impacting throwing. Intentionally programming athletes around 

specific rotational medicine ball exercises would help strength and conditioning coaches better 

understand the movement patterns of athletes as they execute their training. Repeatedly gathering 

data from the same athletes of this time could track how the kinematic and kinetics change as the 

athletes make physical adaptations. Making connections over time between the jump assessment 

data and the medicine ball exercise data would allow for a deeper analysis of improvements in the 

tests. The athletes could increase their performance in one test without improving the other. This 
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situation could be caused by more comfortability with the tests or strength and power adaptations 

from the training program. 

 

Previous research studies in performance enhancement for rotational sport athletes and 

specifically in baseball have investigated jumping exercises besides the CMJ as a predictive 

exercise for sports performance. The majority of exercises that demonstrated significant 

relationships with throwing velocity include exercises in the medial to lateral direction and 

exercises that promote power output [148, 149, 150]. Professional baseball strength and 

conditioning coach Eric Cressey promotes the use of lateral power output to better simulate sport 

specific movements like throwing, hitting, and base stealing [149]. Future studies could examine 

the relationships between different jump exercises that included more medial to lateral 

components and different planes of motion and kinematic and kinetic variables during throwing. 

 

Adding in biofeedback with a variable of interest could also be used in a future research study 

about the efficacy of using the exercises from this study in a training setting. Providing an athlete 

real-time feedback about their movement pattern can create a situation where they dynamically 

adjust their movement patterns. Examples of this that pertain to this study include displaying live 

force plate readings, video recording medicine ball exercises or throws, and talking to the athlete 

about how their kinesthetic awareness compared to reality. Combining biofeedback and implicit 

learning should create an environment for athletes to rapidly improve their performance. 

 

This research is just one study in the field of strength and conditioning related sports 

performance. Many studies have occurred before this one and many more will occur in the future. 

The hope is that this study can help coaches better train their athletes to improve their throwing 

performance while avoiding an increased risk of injury. 
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